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Dependent Packet Transmission Policies in
Rate-Distortion Optimized Media Scheduling
Christophe De Vleeschouwer and Pascal Frossard, Senior Member, IEEE
Abstract—This paper addresses the problem of streaming
packetized media over a lossy packet network, with sender-driven
(re)transmissions and receiver acknowledgments. It extends the
Markovian formulation of the rate-distortion optimized (RaDiO)
streaming framework by allowing the transmission schedule of a
media data unit to become contingent on the acknowledgements
relative to other data units. Media decoding dependencies are
generally considered in state-of-the-art rate-distortion optimized
scheduling algorithms. However, the set of eligible packet sched-
ules are restricted to independent streaming policies, where the
transmission strategy envisioned for a data unit at future trans-
mission opportunities only depends on its own acknowledgment,
and not on the acknowledgments received for other data units.
This paper questions the validity of this assumption in the design
of rate-distortion optimal streaming solutions, and provides a
first attempt in the formal derivation of the benefit offered by
dependent policies. One of the main contributions of our paper is
to propose a methodology that limits the search space of dependent
policies to relevant dependencies that are likely to bring a rate-dis-
tortion benefit, in order to solve an optimization problem that is a
priori computationally intractable. Extensive simulations validate
the proposed approach that focuses on relevant dependencies
between streaming policies. We further show that the benefit of
dependent streaming policies is actually marginal in practical
scenarios where the gain in distortion per unit of rate decreases
along the media decoding dependency path. It represents the
first demonstration that the common assumption of independent
streaming policies is valid in many common streaming scenarios.
However, experimental results also demonstrate significant ben-
efits and encourage a careful investigation of dependent policies
when the content is characterized by an increase of the benefit per
transmission unit brought along the data unit dependency path.
I. INTRODUCTION
MEDIA streaming is getting quite a lot of attention fromthe research community, as it represents one of the most
important components of Internet services. Media streams how-
ever present typical characteristics, like a certain tolerance to
loss but quite strict timing constraints, which make their trans-
mission challenging on channels with limited resources. This
paper addresses the problem of streaming packetized media over
a lossy packet network with sender-driven (re)transmission and
receiver acknowledgments. We are interested in defining which
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packets to select for (re)transmission, in order to minimize the
end-to-end distortion of the streaming system.
Our work builds on the framework introduced in [1], which
abstracts the different transmission scenarios associated to a
group of interdependent media data units in terms of a finite al-
phabet of policies for sending a single data unit. The media units
have different contributions to the decoded media quality; and
the decoding dependencies between data units are represented
by ancestor/descendant relationships [1], where a descendant
can only be decoded upon correct reception of its ancestor(s).
The framework further assumes that packets are delivered with
a random delay, and that the network additionally loses packets
at random. A rate-distortion optimization formulation permits
to define at which transmission opportunity a data unit should
be transmitted, or retransmitted in absence of acknowledgment.
This framework has been very popular in recent studies in typ-
ical streaming media scenarios, e.g., [2]–[4], which certainly
justifies a deeper analysis of its underlying assumptions, that are
mainly twofold: the packet scheduling is restricted to indepen-
dent streaming policies, and the channel is assumed to induce
independent losses and delays.
This paper addresses and discusses the validity of the first
assumption, and represents a first attempt in demonstrating for-
mally the performance penalty that may result from the indepen-
dent streaming policy assumption. The system in [1] considers
ancestor/descendant relationships—and the relative importance
of media units—in order to determine a set of streaming poli-
cies for a set of interdependent data units. It takes into account
the current and expected status of other data units in defining
the transmission schedules, and updates regularly the policies
based on acknowledgement packets. However, the independent
policy assumption considers that the (re)transmission strategy
defined for a data unit is only adapted in response to the recep-
tion of its own acknowledgments, but it does not directly de-
pend on the acknowledgments received for other data units. For
example, it does not offer the possibility to postpone the trans-
mission of a data unit until another particular data unit has been
acknowledged. In this paper, we extend the policy space so that
the transmission schedule defined for a given data unit at a given
time becomes explicitly dependent on the acknowledgments re-
ceived in the future for other data units, or equivalently on any
future feedback about the status of the streaming session.
When the independent scheduling policy assumption is re-
laxed, the rate-distortion optimization problem rapidly becomes
intractable. The space of all possible dependent policies grows
exponentially in both the number of transmission opportunities
and the number of dependent data units [5], [6]. One of the main
contributions of our paper is to propose a methodology to limit
1520-9210/$25.00 © 2007 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Sender-driven adaptive streaming with client feedback. Media packets are sent from the streaming server to the client over a lossy packet network, whose
channel paths are characterized by random delays  and  , and packet loss probabilities " and " .
the search space of the candidate dependent policies for rate-dis-
tortion optimized streaming, to policies that are likely to bring
a benefit in a rate-distortion sense. To this aim, we first intro-
duce the notion of master and slave data units to characterize de-
pendent streaming policies between media packets. The policy
adopted to transmit a slave data unit hence becomes dependent
on the acknowledgments received for its masters. It is worth
noting that the master/slave relationship is different from the
ancestor/descendant relationship. The ancestor/descendant rela-
tionship as considered by most previous works in rate-distortion
optimized streaming, refers to decoding dependencies, i.e., to
the fact that a descendant can only be decoded upon correct re-
ception of its ancestor(s). In contrast, the proposed master/slave
relationship indicates that the transmission schedule assigned
to the slave is a function of the instant at which the master is
acknowledged, and is a priori independent of the ancestor/de-
scendant relationship. A detailed analysis of the dependencies
further allows to define rules for an appropriate classification
of media packets into masters and slave data units. The master/
slaves relationships are restricted to a computationally tractable
subset that is built on the most relevant dependencies, and yet
leads to near optimal rate-distortion performance.
While the comprehensive exploitation of the rich feedback in-
formation is expected to improve the performance of the adap-
tive streaming system, our analysis interestingly demonstrates
that the gain is only marginal in most practical scenarios. In
streaming systems where the importance of the data unit de-
creases along the dependency path, like in most of the conven-
tional scalable image and video coding schemes, the use of de-
pendent policies can be ruled out since the increase in compu-
tational complexity is not compensated by significantly better
rate-distortion performance. However, when the hierarchical re-
lations between dependent data units are reversed, i.e., when
the distortion per unit of rate increases along the data units de-
pendency path, we observe that the consideration of dependent
streaming policies improves the performance. For example, we
show that dependent policies can typically bring a gain of about
1 dB for conventional video content, where the benefit per trans-
mission unit is likely to be (slightly) smaller for I frames than
for their dependent P frames.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly recalls
the terminology and the methodology introduced in [1], and de-
scribes the suboptimality that may arise from the independency
of streaming policies. Section III proposes to extend the space
of streaming policies to a computationally tractable subspace
of dependent policies, based on master/slave relationships.
An algorithm is proposed to compute the RD optimal policies
respecting a given dependency pattern. We show in Section IV
how the dependencies can be further restricted to relevant
master/slave relationships (MSRs) that are expected to provide
rate-distortion optimal streaming performance. Section V
presents simulation results that demonstrate the benefit of the
extension of the policy space to dependent policies.
II. RATE-DISTORTION OPTIMIZED STREAMING
WITH INDEPENDENT POLICIES
A. Framework
We briefly review now the framework and the terminology
introduced by Chou and Miao in [1], but we strictly limit this
preliminary section to the concepts needed to describe the
extension of this framework to dependent streaming policies.
Interested readers are invited to refer to the original paper
for a detailed discussion and motivation of the underlying
assumptions. Readers that are familiar with [1] can certainly
skip Sections II-A and II-B, but are invited to read Section II-C,
since it motivates our work in great part.
Following the framework defined in [1], a media source is
encoded and packetized into a finite set of data units that are
stored on a media server. Regardless of the encoding and pack-
etization algorithm, the interdependency between the data units
can always be expressed by a direct acyclic graph. The acyclic
graph induces a partial order relation among the data units. The
relation is denoted , and we write when data unit can
only be correctly decoded if data unit has been decoded. We
say that data unit is an ancestor (descendant) of data unit
. Each data unit is characterized by its size in bytes, its
decoder timestamp , and its importance in units of dis-
tortion. The decoder timestamp is the delivery deadline, i.e., the
time by which the data unit must be decoded to be useful.1 The
gain in distortion is the amount by which the distortion is
decreased if data unit is decoded, compared to the distortion if
only the ancestors of are decoded.
When the streaming server selects a data unit for transmis-
sion, the data unit is encapsulated into a packet and sent over the
network. When retransmissions are possible, a data unit can be
replicated in more than one packet, but we assume that a packet
can contain only one single data unit. As in [1], the network
forwarding path is modeled as an independent time-invariant
packet erasure channel with random delays (see Fig. 1). It means
1A data unit is thus useless when it arrives after its delivery deadline. Inter-
ested readers are referred to [7] for a formal description of how retroactive re-
covery mechanisms are combined with the RD optimized streaming framework
proposed.
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that a packet sent at time can be either lost with probability
, independent of , or received at time , where the delay
is randomly drawn with probability density function
. Similarly, when an acknowledgment packet is sent from the
client to the server through the backward channel, it is either
lost with probability , or received after a delay , drawn
with probability density function . Each forward or back-
ward packet is lost or delayed independently of other packets.
For convenience, to combine the packet loss probability and the
packet delay density into a single probability measure, we de-
fine a forward (backward) trip time random variable, denoted
FTT (BTT), that is assigned to when the packet is lost, and
is set to when the packet is not lost. The round trip time
RTT is finally a random variable defined as the sum of FTT and
BTT.
B. Independent Streaming Policies
Solutions proposed in the recent literature to define how
and when to transmit a group of interdependent data units in a
rate-distortion optimal way, formalize the problem as a finite
horizon Markov decision process, and consider independent
data unit policies. The independent policy assumption means
that the transmission schedule of a data unit is not contingent
on the future feedbacks received for other data units. It actually
transforms the computationally intractable Markov decision
process introduced in [6] into a controllable optimization
problem.
We now give a brief overview of the methods that have been
proposed to compute rate-distortion optimal policies, and inter-
ested readers are referred to [1] for more detailed information.
The data unit with delivery deadline , is assigned
transmission opportunities at time . A bi-
nary vector
then defines the transmission instants of the data unit, as the
time instants such that , if no acknowledgment has
been received by that time. The transmission error probability
for policy is then defined as the probability that data
unit does not reach its destination before its delivery deadline
, as
(1)
The cost for policy further represents the expected
number of transmissions for data unit , and is given by
(2)
As a consequence of the assumption of independency be-
tween a policy and the potential acknowledgment of other data
units, the transmission policy for a group of interdependent
data units can be described by a policy vector ,
where , is the transmission policy of the
data unit. Based on the notation above, the expected transmis-
sion rate and distortion for are, respectively,
(3)
(4)
where denotes the distortion when no data unit has been re-
ceived in time, is the size of data unit , and its impor-
tance. A policy vector is said to be optimal if there exists no
policy vector such that and .
A simple iterative descent algorithm is proposed in [1], to find
the policy vectors that minimizes the Lagrangian cost function
, for . Because
is nonincreasing and additionally bounded below by
zero, convergence to a local optimum is guaranteed [1]. Alterna-
tively, Roder et al. [8] have proposed a branch and bound algo-
rithm to compute a global optimum to the choice of transmission
policies, but with an increased computational complexity.
The above formalism has significantly advanced the state of
the art in streaming media systems [2]. It has laid down the
groundwork for recent studies on streaming media over mul-
tiple paths [3], from multiple servers [4], [9] or via interme-
diate proxy servers [10]. It has also been successful in handling
different communication scenarios, including applications with
severe delay constraints [11], [12] and streaming systems with
rich client acknowledgments [13] or precise client requests [14],
[15]. Moreover, the formalism proposed by Chou and Miao is
in accordance with other works that have proposed to address
the problem of scheduling media content over unreliable net-
works based on rate-distortion optimization techniques. Essen-
tially, the authors in [16]–[18] also formalize the scheduling de-
cision as a partially observable Markov decision process. Such a
popularity certainly motivates a deeper analysis of the indepen-
dent policy assumption, which is commonly used in rate-distor-
tion optimized streaming.
C. Limitations of the Independent Streaming Policies
Most of previous works in optimized packet media streaming
assumes independency between a data unit policy and the poten-
tial feedbacks received for other data units at future transmission
opportunities. The assumption is for example implicit in [19],
as the policy definition only consists in deciding whether a data
unit is transmitted or not at the current transmission opportu-
nity, without considering potential future retransmissions at all.
It is explicit in [1], where the decision to transmit a data unit in
the future only depends on its own acknowledgmenta. Yet, the
correct decoding of a data unit is typically tied to the successful
reception of another data unit. As a consequence, the correct
reception of a packet should impact the strategy for sending a
dependent data unit. To confirm this intuition, let us describe
a simple example of data units and , with . Since the
decoding of data unit is dependent on the correct reception of
packet , the transmission of a packet with data unit should ide-
ally be made dependent on acknowledgements relative to data
unit . Indeed, when the server receives the confirmation that a
packet with data unit has been correctly delivered, the expected
benefit of sending the data unit is modified. If this modifica-
tion is significant, it can even influence the optimal streaming
policy for data unit at the server. Acknowledgements for other
packets clearly participate to decrease the uncertainty about the
system status, and should be considered by the scheduler in
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order to adapt the strategy of streaming interdependent media
data units.
In [1], the authors propose to recompute the RD optimal in-
dependent policies along the time, in order to take into account
the most recent information from feedbacks on any of the data
packets. Such a step-wise approach handles the dependency re-
lationship a posteriori (i.e., after feedback reception) and im-
proves the streaming performance, even if it stays suboptimal
because it only modifies the streaming policies inreaction to ac-
knowledgement. It does not permit the scheduler to consider de-
pendencies between transmission policies, a priori, before ac-
tual reception of acknowledgments. For example, suboptimality
may arise when a data unit has a good chance to reach the re-
ceiver at some time (typically just after transmission), such that
the scheduler decides to transmit a descendant of immedi-
ately. If the data unit does not reach the client at the end, the
data unit becomes useless, and its transmission results in RD
suboptimality. In this case, if the transmission deadlines allow
it, a better strategy would have been to force to wait for the
acknowledgment of data unit before transmission.
By considering dependent policies a priori, our work ad-
dresses these sources of suboptimality. Unfortunately, the
scheduler can not consider all the possible dependency rela-
tionships in choosing the transmission policies, without rapidly
facing an intractable optimization problem. As a main contri-
bution, our paper demonstrates that only a few dependencies
have to be investigated to define optimized streaming policies.
In the next sections, we define these relevant dependency
relationships as the ones that are likely to bring a significant
rate-distortion gain compared to independent policies, and we
identify the streaming scenarios where dependent policies are
particularly helpful.
III. RATE-DISTORTION OPTIMIZED STREAMING
WITH DEPENDENT POLICIES
We now formalize the notion of dependent transmission
policies for interdependent data units. In particular, we inves-
tigate how the schedules defining the future transmissions of
some data units (called slaves), may advantageously be forced
to depend on the feedback potentially received for other data
units (called masters) at future transmission opportunities.
Section III-A first demonstrates that the dependent policies
that are expected to provide a significant RD benefit compared
to independent policies can be defined exclusively in terms of
policies for which the master is only transmitted once, and the
slave is only transmitted after reception of all its masters ACKs.
Section III-B then defines how to compute RD optimized
dependent policies corresponding to a predefined master/slave
relationship.
A. Master and Slave Data Units
We now formally introduce the notion of master and slave
data units, which are used to characterize the dependency rela-
tionships between the streaming policies of media packets.
Definition 1: A slave is a data unit whose transmission policy
depends on the acknowledgment of other data units.
Definition 2: A master is a data unit for which an acknowl-
edgment of correct reception can influence the transmission
policy of other data units.
A master/slave relationship (MSR) is denoted , when
the reception of an acknowledgment for data unit influences
subsequent transmissions of data unit . In this case, we say that
data unit is a master of data unit , and that data unit is a slave
for . It is worth noting that the master/slave relationship is dif-
ferent from the ancestor/descendant relationship considered in
most previous works about RD optimized streaming (e.g., [1]).
The ancestor/descendant relationship refers to decoding depen-
dencies, i.e., to the fact that a descendant can only be decoded
upon correct reception of its ancestor(s). In contrast, the pro-
posed master/slave relationship indicates that the transmission
schedule assigned to the slave is a function of the instant at
which the master is acknowledged. In general, any data unit can
be a slave, a master, both of them, or none of them, indepen-
dently of their classification as ancestor or descendant data unit.
The purpose of adjusting the slave policy as a function of the
arrival time of masters acknowledgments (ACKs) is to improve
the rate/distortion tradeoffs, compared to strategies based on in-
dependent streaming policies only. Intuitively, the rate allocated
to a slave data unit is smaller in absence of master ACKs, but the
distortion potentially increases as a consequence of a relatively
smaller number of transmissions. Hence, a proper tradeoff be-
tween rate reduction and distortion increase has to be defined.
Fortunately, the master/slave relationships are not all equally
relevant in terms of improvement of the rate-distortion perfor-
mance. We argue here that all the dependent policies that are
likely to provide a significant benefit, can be defined exclusively
in terms of MSRs for which i) the master is only transmitted
once and ii) a slave is only transmitted after reception of all
its masters ACKs. These conditions clearly allow to dramati-
cally reduce the set of dependent transmission policies that are
of interest in the RD sense. In order to demonstrate our conjec-
ture about a unique transmission of master data unit, we pro-
ceed by contradiction. If the master data unit is transmitted sev-
eral times, the probability that it reaches the client before its
delivery deadline tends to one. In that case, there is little advan-
tage for the slave scheduler to wait for the master feedback, as
it could reasonably assume a priori that the master reaches the
client in-time. When a master candidate is very likely to arrive
in time to the client, a slave policy that does not depend on the
master feedback is expected to achieve close to optimal rate-dis-
tortion performances. We conclude that a MSR is only expected
to significantly improve on the performance obtained with inde-
pendent streaming policies, when there is a good chance for the
master data unit to be late or lost. Based on this observation, we
conclude that the policy of a relevant master candidate triggers
very few retransmissions. For the sake of simplicity, in the rest
of the paper, we assume that a master data unit of interest is only
transmitted once (i.e., without retransmission).
Our second assumption restricts the analysis of dependent
policies to policies for which a slave is only considered for trans-
mission upon reception of acknowledgments for all its master
data units. This limitation is motivated by the fact that the cost
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in rate of a streaming policy is dominated by its initial transmis-
sion, since retransmissions only happen in absence of acknowl-
edgment. A significant gain in terms of rate is thus only expected
for relationships that force to cancel the initial transmission of
the slave data unit, in absence of master ACKs. This strongly
simplifies the formalization of dependent policies. Specifically,
only hard dependencies, for which the reception of all masters
ACKs triggers a slave transmission, have to be considered. The
study of softer dependency patterns, for which a slave progres-
sively adapts a nonzero transmission policy as a function of the
status of masters ACKs, fortunately becomes irrelevant in that
case.
B. Rate-Distortion Optimal Dependent Policies
This section describes the selection of rate-distortion optimal
dependent scheduling policies, conforming to a given set of
master/slave relationships (MSRs). The search is limited to po-
tentially advantageous policies that (i) transmit masters only
once, and (ii) only transmit slaves upon reception of all its mas-
ters ACKs, as discussed before. The proposed solution is based
on an iterative gradient descent algorithm that generalizes the
approach proposed in [1], and recalled in Section II-B.
Let again and , respectively, de-
note the transmission opportunities and the delivery dead-
line assigned to the data unit. In addition, we introduce
some terminology that is specific to the dependent policy case.
Let first denote the set of masters for the data unit. It
means that the data unit can only be transmitted after all
data units , with , have been acknowledged. As the
transmission policy of data unit is dependent on the recep-
tion of acknowledgments for its master data units, we define
the subpolicy vector (with ), as
the transmission policy for the data unit when transmis-
sion opportunities remain available after all masters of have
been acknowledged. Specifically, the policy becomes effec-
tive if the latest acknowledgment for master data units in is
received in the time interval . In this case,
the data unit has to be sent at opportunity if
, , and if it has not been acknowledged yet.
The streaming policy for data unit is then rep-
resented as a group of subpolicy vectors, contingent on the
reception of acknowledgments for the master data units. Finally,
, with , represent the
policy vector for the group of interdependent data units, and
gathers the subpolicy vectors of all data units.
In order to compute the expected rate induced by the
policy , we have to determine the probability for each of the
subpolicies to become effective. We therefore define as the
probability that transmission opportunities are available for
the data unit after all data in have been acknowledged.
It is worth noting that the set of (with
and ) only depends on master data units, and
not on the transmission policies of nonmaster data units. As a
consequence, given the set of master/slave relationships defined
for the group of interdependent data units, and based on the
assumption that master data units are transmitted only once, the
probabilities can be precomputed as a function of the RTT
distribution and the MSRs defined within (interested readers
are referred to in [20, App. D] for details of that computation).
Hence, using the definition of expected transmission cost
(see Section II-B), the expected rate can be written as
(5)
where is the size of the data unit .
Next, in order to define the distortion expected for ,
we define the random vector , such that (with )
represents the number of transmission opportunities still avail-
able for the data unit after all data in have been acknowl-
edged. We further denote as the set of all possible realizations
of . Similar to the probabilities , the probability of occur-
rence of , , is precomputed as a function of the prede-
fined MSRs, and can therefore be considered as a parameter that
is independent of the transmission policy assigned to nonmaster
units. We have thus
(6)
Based on these definitions, we can now extend the compu-
tation of rate-distortion optimal convex-hull policies proposed
in [1], to consider a predefined set of MSRs. The purpose is
still to compute the policy vectors minimizing
for . Similarly to the ISA algorithm
[1] that minimizes one policy at a time, keeping the other ones
fixed, we propose to proceed iteratively until a minimal cost can
be reached. However, in contrast to the case of independent poli-
cies, here the algorithm has to minimize every nonmaster sub-
policy, keeping the other fixed. The sequence of policy vectors
is computed as follows. First select and
. Then, , set ,
and let
(7)
(8)
where and
(9)
In practice, the ’s are selected among the nonmaster data
units. Initial policies are set to a always-send policy, and the
indexes are selected in a round-robin order that scan ancestors
first. For each , the indexes are selected in increasing order.
For the same reasons as for the independent case, convergence
to the a local optimum satisfying the predefined set of MSRs is
guaranteed. From a practical point of view, we demonstrate in
Section IV that, for MSRs that are worth to be studied, the mas-
ters associated to a data unit are also masters of its descendants.
Such a feature reduces the cardinality of (because the slaves
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share common masters) and simplifies the computation of the
probability . Finally, it is worth noting that (5), (6) and (8)
only hold because the policies associated to masters are fixed to
a single transmission, per definition. Otherwise, and con-
sequently would depend on master policies, which would
strongly tie the master and slave policies, resulting in a compu-
tationally intractable problem.
IV. RELEVANT MASTER/SLAVE RELATIONSHIPS
A. Preliminaries
In Section III, we have extended the formulation of the rate-
distortion optimal packet scheduling problem, and we have ex-
plained how the optimal dependent streaming policies can be
computed, given a predefined set of master/slave relationships
(MSRs). However, exploring all possible MSRs to select the
one that achieves the best RD tradeoff remains computation-
ally intractable because the number of MSRs grows exponen-
tially with the number of data units. Specifically, there are
possible choices of masters among interdependent data
units, and for a given choice of masters among the data
units, there are possible definitions of MSRs, corre-
sponding to the allocation of slaves to each of the
masters. This is far too large to envision an exhaustive search
among the entire MSRs space. Hence, we restrict our search to
those slave/master relationships that are likely to bring a ben-
efit in the RD sense, in comparison with a scheduling strategy
based on independent policies. Such MSRs are called relevant
MSRs, and our objective in this section becomes to define the
smallest complete set of relevant MSRs, as a small subset of
the valid relationships defined in the previous section. We show
that the relevant MSRs are tightly connected to the ancestor/de-
scendant relationships defined among data units, and we pro-
pose a methodology that assigns at most rel-
evant MSRs to a group of interdependent data units charac-
terized by an acyclic dependency graph composed of disjoint
branches. The result is obtained in two steps. First, we assume
that the set of master data units is defined a priori, and we study
how slaves are assigned to these masters. Second, we consider
the master selection problem, and propose a greedy algorithm
to define a sequence of relevant sets of master data units.
B. Assignment of Slaves to a Predefined Set of Masters
In order to assign a collection of relevant MSRs to a prede-
fined set of master data units, we propose to set a non-
degradation assumption, which considers that the trade-
offs defined for slave data units are not significantly affected
by the wait for master ACKs. This assumption is made because
it is difficult to apprehend the exact impact of the degradation
of the cost/benefit tradeoff caused by the wait for master
feedback (see Section II-B). Basically, the nondegradation as-
sumption considers that everything happens as if the feedback
is either lost or received instantaneously. This is obviously not
valid in general. However, the assumption is only made to de-
fine the relevant MSRs, not to compute the RD optimal depen-
dent policies corresponding to these MSRs. Once the relevant
MSRs have been defined, the corresponding RD optimal depen-
dent policies are computed based on (8) and (9), i.e., by taking
the waiting time for master feedback into account.
In this context, we motivate the nondegradation assumption as
follows. First, when the time to wait for feedback is small in com-
parison with the time available before expiration of the slave de-
livery deadline, the assumption is certainly valid. Alternatively,
when the time to wait for a feedback is so large that it causes sig-
nificant degradation of the slave tradeoffs, it is very likely
that a policy that transmits the slave independently of its master,
results in optimal RD tradeoffs. Hence, we can conclude that the
relevant MSRs can be defined based on the nondegradation as-
sumption.This stays valid as long as slavery ignores the data units
for which the time wasted to wait for the master feedback penal-
izes too much their tradeoffs. In other words, given a master
or a cascade of multiple masters, some data units might become
ineligible to be a slave, because the time wasted to wait for the
master feedback penalizes too much their tradeoffs. The
nondegradation assumption stays valid for eligible slaves, which
are involved in a given set of MSRs.
Based on the above arguments about the nondegradation as-
sumption, we propose to define relevant master/slave relation-
ships in two steps. In a first step, a set of relevant MSRs are de-
fined based on the nondegradation assumption. In a second step,
the slave eligibility is checked a posteriori, by enfranchising the
ineligible slaves identified within relevant MSRs, in order to fur-
ther refine the set of valid dependencies.
1) Necessary Rules for Relevant MSRs: We now identify
three necessary rules imposed by ancestor/descendant depen-
dencies on the definition of relevant MSRs, under the nondegra-
dation assumption. These rules are then exploited to define the
relevant master-slave configurations associated to a predefined
set of masters. Eventually, enfranchisement of potential ineli-
gible slaves is further discussed.
Rule 1: Slave descendants are slaves themselves.
The first rule for relevant MSRs definition simply states that
if slaves have descendants according to the acyclic dependency
graph that characterizes the encoded media streaming, then
these descendants are slave data units also. Indeed, let denote
the index of a master, and denote the index of a slave for .
To figure out how the relation affects the descendants
of , we neglect the delay induced by waiting for the master
feedback (i.e., nondegradation assumption). In that case, we
can show that implies for all , i.e., for
all that are descendants of . By definition, a descendant of
can only be decoded if reaches the client before its delivery
deadline. Obviously, this only happens when is transmitted;
as a consequence of , this is only the case when the
feedback for the data unit has been received. Overall,
it means that the descendants of can not be decoded if the
feedback for has not been received. For this reason, there is
no advantage for a descendant of to be transmitted when the
feedback for is not available. The descendant of therefore
becomes a slave for . Note that this does not prevent or its
descendants to become a master data unit in other MSRs.
Rule 2: Masters are ancestors of slaves.
The second rule states that in practical settings, master data
units inrelevantMSRsarealsoancestorsof theirslaves. It iseasier
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to support that statement by contradiction. We therefore consider
the case in which an ancestor data unit becomes a slave for one
of its descendants . In this case, it can first be proven that all
rate-distortion (R,D) points respecting the MSR lie above
the (R,D) lower convex hull computed for independent transmis-
sionpolicies.In[20],aformalanalysisdemonstratesthat theMSR
can only become beneficial in the RD sense (without lying
on the convex-hull) when the descendant brings a large gain in
distortion with a relatively small cost in rate. Intuitively, it can be
explainedbythefact thatasignificantfractionof thegainindistor-
tionexpectedbytheancestor, is subject to theavailabilityof itsde-
scendants. As a consequence, the scheduler might find a rate-dis-
tortion benefit in sending out the ancestor only when the descen-
dant hasbeen acknowledged. This means that amaster-slave rela-
tion where a master data unit is a descendant of its slave, can only
be beneficial for cases where the cost decreases and the gain in
distortion significantly increases along the path of descen-
dance. However, this kind of scenario is very rarely encountered
in practice, because efficient media coders encode first the most
important information. Moreover, when streaming a sequence of
groups of interdependent data units, dependent policies for which
the ancestor transmission is subject to the descendant feedbacks
can only achieve a beneficial RD tradeoff by sacrificing some an-
cestor samples and consequently all their respective descendants,
in order to give other ancestor samples a chance to be transmitted.
Such an allocation of transmission resources results in dramatic
fluctuations of the quality at the client end, and should not be rec-
ommended. As a consequence, in realistic media streaming con-
ditions,werestrict our study todependentpolicies forwhichmas-
ters are also ancestors of their slaves.
Rule 3: Master candidates have the same slaves among their
common descendants.
The third rule says that a data unit should be a slave either for
all,ornoneofitsmastercandidates.Bymastercandidate,wemean
a data unit that is only transmitted once, and that is an ancestor
of , according to the previous discussion. To demonstrate it, let
and denote two master candidates. It can be shown that,
if is beneficial in the RD sense, then is also
beneficial. In other words, if the gain in rate is worth the loss in
distortion for , then the overall rate-distortion balance is
also beneficial when forcing the relation. Equivalently,
if the wait for an ACK to data unit is beneficial, then waiting for
to be acknowledged also brings an advantage in the RD sense.
This is due to the fact that, under the nondegradation assumption,
and both constrain in the same way. As they are both
ancestors of , their reception is required to decode . As they are
both master candidates, they are only transmitted once, and have
about the same chance to trigger an ACK. Interested readers are
referred to [20, App. B] for a formal demonstration. We note that
for nonmonotonic evolutionof the ratioalong the path of
descendance, theabovestatementisonlystrictlyvalidwhen isa
descendantof .For thesake ofsimplicity, weneverthelessomit
this refinement, and admit that all RD optimal convex-hull points
can be computed by considering that a descendant of multiple
master candidates is either a slave for all of them, or is transmitted
independently of all of them.
2) Assignment of Slaves to Masters and Slave Eligibility
Check: The rules 1, 2, and 3, provide the toolbox for the defini-
Fig. 2. Three examples of relevant MSRs definition for a branch of 7 interde-
pendent data units. Each example considers distinct a priori selections of master
candidatesm. For each case, the set of relevant MSRs is defined based on the
choice of the oldest slave, and follows the building properties explained in the
text. Specifically, all descendants of the oldest slave are slaves themselves, and
all master candidates that are ancestors of a slave are masters of that slave. Here,
the 5th data unit is chosen to be the oldest slave (= circle in the gures) and
the corresponding relevant MSRs is represented by a set of dashed arrows.
tion of relevant MSRs for a given predefined set of masters,
denoted as . Relevant MSRs are assigned to
these masters based on a sequential scan of the acyclic graph
branches, which describe the data units dependencies. Each
branch connects a root of the acyclic graph to one of its leaves,
and is scanned in the ancestor-descendant order. The order in
which branches are considered is chosen arbitrarily and does
not affect the outcome of the algorithm. The MSR assignment
process can be formally described as follows. Let denote the
set of data units that belong to the branch. In each branch,
data units are ordered in increasing order of dependency, i.e.,
data unit in is a descendant of all data units in .
A set of relevant MSRs associated to a branch is completely
defined by the index of the oldest slave, , as depicted in Fig. 2.
Based on rule 1, all descendants of are slaves themselves.
Moreover, rules 2 and 3 state that any given slave is a slave for
all older masters, but is independent of younger masters. As a
consequence, there are at most relevant MSRs for
the branch.
In practice, the branches extracted from the acyclic graph
are not necessarily disjoint, so that MSRs to consider for a
branch might be constrained by the MSRs already defined
for branches , . Specifically, data units that are common
to and and that have been defined as being slaves in
should also be slaves in . That simply reduces the number of
relevant MSRs to investigate. Fig. 3 illustrates the computation
of the number of relevant MSRs configurations for a complex
acyclic dependency graph. It is easy to derive that the number
of configurations to investigate for data units characterized
by an acyclic graph with branches is upper bounded by
, which remains computationally tractable for
realistic media content.
Once the relevant MSRs have been defined based on rules 1,
2, and 3, they are then checked a posteriori, in order to ensure
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Fig. 3. Example of acyclic dependency graph, and computation of the number
of slave assignment possibilities associated to that graph. Labels L on each
link of the graph refer to the number of data units involved in the corresponding
link. The graph contains 3 branches, i.e., it offers 3 different paths to connect
the root to the leaf. For that example, the total number of slave assignments
considered by our algorithm is equal to the number of possible sets formed with
the oldest slaves, i.e., to L + L  (L + L  L ) + L .
that the slave eligibility condition is not violated. This second
step in the definition of relevant MSRs is made necessary by the
approximations introduced by the nondegradation assumption,
used in rules 1 to 3. The eligibility question becomes mostly
relevant when the time lost in waiting for master ACKs can not
be neglected. In particular, it refers to the loss arising when the
wait for masters ACKs strongly penalizes the transmission of
some data units. For the sake of simplicity, we consider the case
of a single master, with multiple slave candidates. A slave can-
didate is said to be problematic when the wait for its master
ACK strongly penalizes its tradeoff. From a rate distortion
point of view, it might certainly be advantageous to transmit the
problematic slaves independently of the master ACK. However,
due to Rule 1, when a problematic data unit is transmitted in-
dependently of its master, all its ancestors should also be trans-
mitted independently of the master. This might be suboptimal
if these ancestors are not problematic but rather have an advan-
tage of being slaves of the master. To circumvent the problem, a
solution consists in enfranchising, a posteriori, the problematic
slaves identified in relevant MSRs, so as to define and explore
additional and potentially advantageous MSRs. However, based
on the single master example, we understand that the enfran-
chisement of a descendant slave is only likely to bring a sig-
nificant RD benefit (compared to relevant MSRs and to indepen-
dent transmission policies) when the media stream is character-
ized by delivery deadlines that significantly decrease along the
dependency path, and by gains in quality that increase beyond
the enfranchised slave. In such a case, ancestors of problematic
slaves are not problematic themselves, and it is more advanta-
geous to transmit the problematic data unit than retransmitting a
master candidate. Therefore, it may be worth transmitting in-
dependently since it brings a large gain in distortion (directly or
indirectly through its descendants), rather than taking the risk of
not transmitting it because of the wait for a master ACK. Such
a situation is however rare in practice, where delivery deadlines
most often come close to each others, and importance decreases
along the dependency path. Therefore, we do not provide here
a more detailed development of the eligibility problem, and we
rather refer the interested reader to [20, App. C] for a deeper
analysis.
C. Selection of Masters
This section now considers the master selection problem, in
the definition of relevant MSRs. A relevant set of masters (RSM)
denotes a subset of data units that are expected to improve the
streaming RD performance in becoming masters. Starting from
an initial empty subset , the sequence of RSMs
chosen from the set of interdependent data units, is computed
as follows. At each step , we select the data unit in
whose role as a master minimizes the expected ratio between
the increase in distortion and the gain in rate. is then set to
. In the rest of the section, we motivate the iterative
approach and explain how to implement it in practice.
The incremental nature of the approach followed to define the
RSMs is justified as follows. When the bits are cheap, there is
little advantage to introduce master/slave relationships among
data units to improve the rate-distortion tradeoff. On the con-
trary, as bits are becoming more expensive, more data units are
likely to be transmitted a single time, and to bring a benefit in be-
coming masters. This is because their slaves are only transmitted
upon reception of master ACKs, which saves some bit budget.
Based on this reasoning, if a master is relevant for a given cost
of bit, it remains relevant when bits become more expensive.
Hence, data units can progressively be labeled as masters as the
cost of bits increases, which ends up in an incremental defini-
tion of RSMs.
In practice, the iterative master selection process works
as follows. We consider first the selection of the master .
Let and , respectively, denote the expected
increase in distortion and decrease in rate when data unit
is forced to become a master for and its descendants. In
the Lagrangian formalism introduced in Section II-B, for a
given factor , there is an advantage in assigning to be a
master if and only if . In other words,
assigning to be a master is beneficial for all values larger
than . We are interested in the data unit for
which the master assignment becomes beneficial at the smallest
value. Formally, we have
(10)
We now explain how and are estimated.
Since independent policies are particularly interesting when
bits are cheap, we make the coarse assumption that the RD
optimal independent policies perform enough retransmissions
to ensure correct delivery of all data units. To estimate the cor-
responding rate, we remember that the capacity of an erasure
channel with probability is . As a consequence, an
ideal transmission system needs an average of
channel packets to convey a data unit to the client, with
denoting the probability of loss on the forward path. In contrast,
when and its descendants are slaves of master , the master
is only transmitted once (see Section IV), while and its
descendants are only transmitted upon reception of an ACK for
. As a consequence, has a probability lower than to
reach the client, whilst and its descendants have a probability
lower than to be transmitted, where
denotes the probability of loss on the backward path. Based
on the above developments, we approximate and
as follows:
(11)
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and
(12)
Next, we consider the possibility to define RSMs with more
than one master, under the assumption that the increase in dis-
tortion and decrease in rate resulting from master assignments
is additive. This assumption is coarse, yet acceptable as long as
our objective is to select a set of promising master data units,
rather than to compute the optimal policies. It significantly sim-
plifies the RSMs definition, by decoupling the impact of mul-
tiple masters, both in terms of distortion and rate. As a conse-
quence, masters can simply be selected in increasing order of
the expected increase in distortion per unit of rate
(13)
Note that the methodology proposed above is validated later
in Section V-B2. For streaming scenarios where a comprehen-
sive search among all possible dependent policies is computa-
tionally tractable, the sets of masters that end up in optimal de-
pendent policies, indeed correspond to the RSMs defined based
on (13).
D. Summary
We now summarize the previous developments for the se-
lection of relevant MSRs. The search for the set of (in)depen-
dent policies that offer an optimized rate-distortion scheduling
strategy, is represented in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Search for optimal policies
Initialization: , , is the number of
interdependent data units.
Best policy no transmission at all.
while do
for all relevant MSRs defined w.r.t. the RSMs do
compute the optimal (convex-hull) policies using
the algorithms proposed in Section III-B.
end for
if the optimal (convex-hull) policy computed for a set of
relevant MSRs outperforms the best policy then
replace the best policy by the newly computed
optimal policy.
end if
Select as proposed in Section IV-C
end while.
We can make the following observations about the iterative
process defined by Algorithm 1:
• The initial set of masters is empty. It means that the policies
computed for are the independent policies.
• As explained in Section IV-B2, a set of relevant MSRs
associated to a predefined set of masters is completely
defined by selecting the index of the oldest slave in
every branch of the acyclic dependency graph. The total
number of MSRs configurations depends on the acyclic
dependency graph, but remains computationally tractable.
In contrast, the full search through the entire space of
streaming policy becomes computationally intractable
when the number of interdependent data units becomes
larger than two [6].
• The iterative process stops when all data units belong to
and become master data units, i.e., when .
The expected benefit of dependent streaming policies is
clearly dependent on the characteristics of the media data units.
First, when the decrease in distortion per transmission unit
decreases along the stream dependency path, we conjecture
that there is not much gain to expect from dependent poli-
cies, with respect to the classical RaDiO approach studied in
[1]. In this case, it is more efficient in a RD sense to define
several (re)transmissions of an ancestor, rather than to give
a master role to this ancestor. Indeed, when the server has a
good confidence that the ancestor has been lost (assuming the
backward channel is reliable), the ancestor retransmission is
likely to bring a larger benefit per unit of cost than a descendant
transmission (assuming respective deadlines are very close).
Second, when, on the contrary, the gain in distortion per trans-
mission units increases along the dependency path, the benefit
drawn from dependent policies becomes explicit. In that case,
masters are first selected among the oldest data units (based on
Rule 3), and ancestors are thus likely to be transmitted less fre-
quently than their descendants. This sounds counter-intuitive,
but may be advantageous in a rate-distortion sense because
the transmission resources are primarily allocated to the more
beneficial data units, i.e., the descendants. In the same time, it
avoids the situation where transmitted descendants cannot be
decoded due to the absence of some ancestors, as it is the case
with independent streaming policies.
Note that we do not claim all scheduling policies that achieve
an optimal RD tradeoff do satisfy the features defined for rel-
evant MSRs. However, the above arguments, supported by the
developments in [20], demonstrate that the set of relevant MSRs
includes most of the dependent policies that are likely to offer
a significant benefit in comparison to the set of independent
transmission policies. Therefore, we can reasonably assume that
a scheduling policy that does not fulfill the above rules does
not significantly outperform policies based on relevant MSRs.
This assumption is further confirmed by the results presented in
Section V.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
A. Overview
This section evaluates the benefit of dependent streaming
policies with respect to the independent streaming of data units
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Fig. 4. RD convex-hulls computed based on a full search (FS), on the proposed partial search (PS), and based on a search among independent policies (IS). The
number of transmission opportunities is N = 6, the time interval between two opportunities is 50 ms. The channel conditions are defined by  =  = 40ms,
" = " = 0:2. (a) R21; (b) R11; (c) R12.
[1]. It also analyzes the performance of partial search solutions
based on the selection of relevant master/slave relationships,
to a performance upper-bound based on an exhaustive search
(when possible). The rate-distortion performances are dis-
cussed in the cases of synthetic streams that represent typical
layered media data, and common video streams. Simulations
are performed on several groups of interdependent data units,
and for multiple streaming scenarios (different loss and delay
patterns). The streaming framework under consideration is
a packet-based network with acknowledgment feedbacks, as
described in Section II-A. Packets are lost randomly and inde-
pendently on the forward or backward path, with a probability
or , respectively. The forward loss ratio is intentionally
set to large values in our simulations, as the main purpose of
advanced scheduling strategies is to compensate for the adverse
effect of poor channel conditions. The transmission delays on
both paths are modeled as a shifted exponential random vari-
able with mean and shift (respectively,
) [1], [21].
Our simulations basically reveal that
• strategies based on the proposed space of relevant poli-
cies generally outperform those only based on independent
policies;
• the amount of benefit obtained based on the relevant sub-
space of dependent policies strongly depends on the rela-
tive sizes and distortions of interdependent data units;
• for cases where a comparison is computationally tractable,
the proposed subspace of relevant policies results in per-
formances similar to a full search within the entire space
of policies, which validates our methodology.
B. Synthetic (Layered) Media Streams
This section first considers the streaming of synthetic data,
which represent identical and equidistant frames that are
(de)coded independently of each others. The frame rate is set
to 20 fps. Each frame is composed of data units, organized
in a hierarchy of layers. All data units have a unitary size. The
decrease in distortion associated to a data unit only depends
on its layer index in a frame, and obeys a predefined distortion
template, characterized by a constant ratio between consecutive
layers. Let denote the decrease in distortion for the
layer. We denote R11 the template for which and
. Similarly, we denote R21 (R12) the template
for which and (resp.
). For all templates the quality achieved in
absence of any data unit is set to 0. This artificial data model
allows to define a representative set of contents, and in the
same time to carefully analyze the behavior of the streaming
system. Note that the R11 and R21 templates are certainly
the most realistic ones, as media coders generally encode the
most important information in the first layers. The selection of
relevant set of masters for these templates is illustrated in detail
in [20, App. E].
Three particular situations are now presented, in order to il-
lustrate the benefit of dependent streaming policies: i) an en-
coding system with two layers only, ii) a system with instanta-
neous transmission, and iii) a system with layers, and nonzero
transmission delay. The first two scenarios are quite restrictive,
but allow for an exhaustive search among all possible indepen-
dent and dependent transmission policies. Therefore, we are
able in this case to provide a comprehensive comparison of the
streaming performance obtained with a full search among all
possible policies, a partial search limited to our proposed sub-
space of relevant policies, and a search restricted to independent
policies. The third scenario is closer to common streaming sce-
narios. It considers that the frames are composed of any number
of layers, and that a finite delay is available before expiration of
the frame delivery deadline.
1) Two Layers: In the first scenario, each frame is com-
posed of two layers. A finite number (6) of equidistant trans-
mission opportunities are considered for each data unit. Figs. 4
and 5 show the rate-distortion convex-hull corresponding to op-
timized scheduling that considers the entire space of dependent
and independent policies , the proposed sub-
space of policies defined by relevant MSRs ,
and the set of independent policies .
Three distortion templates are considered, and different channel
characteristics are simulated in Figs. 4 and 5, with, respectively,
symmetric paths, and lossless backward channel.
It can be observed first that the proposed partial search
achieves the same performance as the full search, which cer-
tainly validates our methodology. Then, the figures show that
the gain provided by dependent policies is larger when the feed-
back is reliable. Dependent policies favor the wait for ancestor
feedbacks, to prevent the transmission of data units that could
not be decoded in absence of ancestors. In absence of ancestor
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Fig. 5. RD convex-hulls computed based on a full search (FS), on the proposed partial search (PS), and based on a search among independent policies (IS). The
number of transmission opportunities is N = 6, the time interval between two opportunities is 50 ms. The channel conditions are defined by  =  = 40ms,
" = 0:2, " = 0. (a) R21; (b) R11; (c) R12.
Fig. 6. RD convex-hulls. The time interval between two opportunities is infinite. The channel conditions are defined by " = " = 0:2. (a) For R12, the
convex-hulls corresponding to all possible numbers of active layers are plotted (the larger the number of active layers, the higher the cost in rate). (b) For R21, for
clarity purpose, only the convex-hulls corresponding to 3 and 4 active layers are plotted.
feedback, dependent policies decide not to transmit the slave
data unit. A reliable feedback guarantees a better knowledge
of the client state at the server, which in turns decreases the
risk of inappropriate nontransmission decisions, and in turns
increase the benefit obtained from the conservative behavior of
dependent policies.
2) Layers With Infinite Delivery Deadlines: The second
scenario considers a stream with layers. Moreover, the time
available before expiration of the data delivery deadline tends
to infinity. This is for example the case when the playback
delay is quite large in comparison with the round trip time (in-
stantaneous transmissions). Whilst often unrealistic, the infinite
delivery deadline assumption is interesting because it simplifies
the definition of data unit policy, which in turns makes a full
search within the entire space of policies computationally
tractable. The transmission delay, and exact transmission
schedule become irrelevant in that case, where only the number
of retransmissions matters.
Figs. 6 and 7 compare the performance of scheduling poli-
cies respectively optimized on the entire set of policies (FS),
on the proposed subspace of policies defined based on relevant
MSRs (PS), and on the set of independent policies (IS). Each
frame is composed of at most layers, characterized by
specific distortion templates (i.e., R11, R12, or R21). In Figs. 6
and 7(a), convex-hulls are computed based on the policies that
only activate the first layers encountered along the depen-
dency graph. By definition, a layer is said to be active if at least
one component of its policy vector is set to one. Between one
and four active layers are considered in Fig. 6(a) and (7a), while
only 3 and 4 active layers are depicted in Fig. 6(b). All figures.
show that the proposed partial search achieves close to optimal
performance, and that the search restricted to
independent policies performs significantly worse than the pro-
posed search. This validates our methodology, since the pro-
posed set of relevant MSRs is able to identify RD optimal de-
pendent policies. In particular, the set of masters corresponding
to the optimal dependent policies defined based on a full search
is identical to the set of masters defined based on (13).
The simulation results also reveal that the gain provided by PS
over IS is highly dependent on the relative distribution of dis-
tortion between layers. Let us consider the global convex-hull,
overwhelming the convex-hulls derived for all possible number
of active layers. As expected, the gap between the global FS
and the IS convex-hulls decreases when going from the R12 to
R11 and R21 distortion templates. Hence, dependent policies
provide negligible benefit when the distortion per unit of cost
decreases along the dependency path. In that case, it is better
(in a rate-distortion sense) to retransmit the ancestor data in ab-
sence of ACK, rather than to send descendants that only provide
a small gain in distortion. This observation is confirmed by the
simulation results presented later.
Finally, Fig. 7(b) extends Fig. 7(a) and presents the RD op-
timal points obtained with the three streaming strategies. Note
that these points are not necessarily on the convex-hull. We ob-
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Fig. 7. Streaming performance obtained for the R11 template. The time interval
between two opportunities is infinite. The channel conditions are defined by
" = " = 0:2. (a) RD convex-hulls corresponding to all possible numbers
of active layers. (b) Optimal RD points (not necessarily on the convex-hull).
The RD points sustained by all possible numbers of active layers have been
considered, for the R11 distortion template.
serve that PS and IS result in abrupt drops of benefit as the rate
decreases, and that they are not able to follow the graceful evo-
lution offered by the entire space of policies . More in-
terestingly, we also observe that PS significantly outperforms
IS, but sometimes lies below FS. A careful comparison of the
PS and FS curves reveals that the proposed subspace of rele-
vant policies does not capture all optimal RD points, but rather
a well-chosen subset of these points. In particular, we observe
that the subset of optimal RD points selected by PS are regularly
spread over the cost range, and include all optimal RD points
lying on the optimal convex-hull. This is expected, since the
subspace of relevant policies has been defined to include most
of the policies that are expected to bring a significant benefit in
the Lagrangian framework, or equivalently the policies that are
expected to improve the RD convex-hull computed based on in-
dependent policies.
3) Layers With Finite Delivery Deadlines: The third sce-
nario considers that each frame is composed of five data units of
unitary size, organized into a hierarchy of layers. However the
delay available before a data unit delivery deadline is now lim-
ited. Specifically, we consider that a one second delay is avail-
able between the first transmission opportunity of a data unit
and its delivery deadline. During this time interval, each data
unit receives 20 opportunities to be transmitted, the time interval
between successive transmission opportunities being equal to
50 ms. We compare the convex-hull computed for independent
policies , and the convex-hull resulting from a search
among the proposed subspace of relevant policies . The
IS convex-hull is computed as described in [1]. Alternatively, a
convex-hull is computed based on (8), for each possible relevant
dependent policy. All relevant convex-hulls are then merged to
build the PS convex-hull.
Fig. 8 presents the results obtained for the R11 distortion tem-
plate, where all data units are equally important. Fig. 8(a) plots
the convex-hulls computed for the proposed subspace of rele-
vant policies (PS), with different numbers of active layers (de-
noted “PS X” when layers are active). The global convex hull,
which sustains all “PS X” convex-hulls, is denoted “Hull PS”.
Similarly, in Fig. 8(b), “IS X” denotes the convex-hull computed
for independent policies, with active layers. We observe in
Fig. 8(b) that the proposed set of dependent policies improves
the RD performance, i.e., Hull PS lies above IS X, for all ’s.
However, the gain appears to be quite marginal. Fig. 9 provides
the same analysis regarding the R12 and R21 distortion tem-
plates, respectively. Overall, we observe that the gain provided
by dependent policies is quite significant for the R12 template,
but is small for R11 and even negligible for the R21 template.
Dependent policies are mainly beneficial when the gain in
distortion does not decrease along the dependency path. This ob-
servation is important because it means that there is no crucial
need to implement dependent streaming policies for progres-
sive or layered image coders, as they inherently encode the most
important information first. However, when interdependent data
units correspond to a group of consecutive frames with temporal
dependencies, we can unfortunately not rule out that nonneg-
ligible gain can be obtained with dependent policies. This de-
pends on the activity in the media sequence, which often drives
the evolution of the benefit per transmission unit along the de-
pendency path. An example is studied in the next section.
C. Video Streams With Temporal Dependencies
This section now evaluates the advantages of considering de-
pendent policies when streaming real media content. We con-
sider a typical MPEG sequence, where the frames within a group
of picture (GOP) are likely to present an increase of benefit per
transmission unit along the dependency path. Reference Intra
frames and predicted Inter frames bring similar benefit to the
reconstruction (especially when concealment is not very effi-
cient), but the cost of a predicted frame is much smaller.
Our proof-of-concept example is built on the following setup.
The first 100 frames of the QCIF Foreman sequence are encoded
at 10 fps, with IPPPPPPPPP dependencies, using JM2.1 of the
JVT/H.264 compression standard. A constant quantization pa-
rameter has been used, for an average Y-PSNR of 35.8 dB. In
our streaming simulations, we employ a concatenation of hun-
dred video segments, each segment being composed of the 100
encoded frames of the Foreman sequence. The purpose of run-
ning simulations on a longer concatenated sequence is to alle-
viate the impact of the probabilistic channel behavior on the av-
erage reconstructed Y-PSNR values. At the receiver, previous
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Fig. 8. RD convex-hull. R11, 5 layers, 20 fps. PSX and ISX denote, respectively, the convex hull of dependent and independent policies for X active layers. Hull
PS denotes the convex hull of all PSXs. The number of transmission opportunities is N = 20, and the time interval between two opportunities is 50 ms. The
channel conditions are defined by  =  = 100 ms and " = " = 0:2. (a) Dependent policies and (b) independent policies.
Fig. 9. RD convex-hull. 5 layers, 20 fps. Hull PS denotes the convex hull of partial search (PS) hulls computed for all possible numbers of active layers. ISX
denotes the convex hull of independent policies for X active layers. The number of transmission opportunities is N = 20, and the time interval between two
opportunities is 50 ms. The channel conditions are defined by  =  = 100 ms and " = " = 0:2. (a) R12 and (b) R21.
frame error concealment on missing video frames is performed
by the client application. On the scheduler side this concealment
strategy is approximated as proposed originally in [22], and fur-
ther described in [23, Appendix]. The method assumes that a
nondecodable frame is reconstructed based on the last decod-
able frame. A frame is said to be decodable when the frame and
all of its ancestors have been received on time. The method re-
lies on the pre-computation of the PSNR of frame when it is
approximated by the correctly decoded frame , , such that
. The concealment horizon is set to 10 in our
simulations.
The channel conditions are defined by
and . The transmission policies are adjusted
every 100 ms, and each data unit receives three transmission
opportunities distant by 500 ms. The pre-fetch delay is set to 2 s.
An average target rate is fixed a priori, and a simple rate control
algorithm, similar to the one described in [1], smoothly adapts
the RaDiO parameter so as to respect the average bit-budget
constraint.2 At each RaDiO iteration, the convex-hull optimal
policy corresponding to is chosen, for all data unit in the 2
seconds transmission window.
2To avoid  oscillations across a GOP, the  adjustment frequency is set to
the GOP frequency.
Fig. 10 compares the rate-distortion performance obtained
with optimized scheduling solutions based on dependent policies
(“PS”), and independent policies (“IS”). We first observe that the
proposed set of relevant (dependent) policies is able to improve
RD performance in comparison with independent policies.
While the gain is marginal (around 0.7 dB), it can be obtained
with a small additional computational cost in practice. Among
the relevant master/slave relationships defined based on the rules
of Section IV, the most advantageous policies basically appear
to be the ones where master data units are either the I frame only,
or all the frames in the GOP. This is due to similar characteristics
for all P frames, which are different from I frames.
We compare now the “IS” and “PS” scheduling mechanisms
for different GOP structures and various error concealment
strategies, in order to get a deeper understanding of the in-
fluence of the content on the streaming performance. We
build different sequences simply by repetition of a con-
stant GOP template, which corresponds to consecutive
frames, with one I frame of size , followed by
P frames of size . Each sequence is further characterized
by a concealment profile, which basically corresponds to the
PSNR observed for the (sequence of) frames that follow a
loss when a particular concealment is activated. We consider
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Fig. 10. RD convex-hulls for Foreman QCIF encoded at 10 fps with
IPPPPPPPPP dependencies. PS and IS refers, respectively, to the proposed
subspace of relevant (in)dependent policies, and to the conventional set
of independent policies. Channel conditions:  =  = 100 ms and
" = " = 0:2. (a) Full range and (b) zoom.
here three concealment profiles , whose PSNR values
(in dB) have been chosen arbitrarily, but are inspired from
the actual values observed for the frames of the Foreman
sequence: ,
, and
, with dB, ,
. In our notation, represents the quality of a frame
that is correctly decoded. represents the quality of a frame
that has been lost, and concealed based on its preceding
frame. Hence, performs more efficient concealment than
and .
Fig. 11 analyzes the impact of the concealment profile on the
benefit obtained based on dependent policies (“PS”), compared
to independent policies (“IS”). Figs. 11(a) and (b), respectively,
depict the rate-distortion performances obtained with the con-
cealment profiles and . Unsurprisingly, we observe that
the streaming quality increases when the concealment becomes
more efficient. Fig. 11(c) reports the maximal performance gap
(i.e., PSNR difference) observed between the PS and IS strate-
gies, as a function of . It can be seen that the benefit of
Fig. 11. Impact of the concealment profile on the benefit drawn based on de-
pendent policies. (a) and (b) plot the IS and PS rate-distortion curves obtained
withC , andC , respectively. (c) depicts the maximal PSNR difference mea-
sured between PS and IS rate-distortion curves, as a function of the PSNR
quality C (1) of the set of concealment profiles defined in the text. For all
graphs, SI and SP have been set to 28 and 7 kbits, and N has been set to 5. The
channel conditions are defined by  =  = 100ms and " = " = 0:2.
dependent policies decreases as the concealment improves. A
poor concealment (i.e., small ) puts a lot of importance
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on receiving a P frame, which significantly increases the re-
constructed quality compared to a decoding (and concealment)
with its ancestors only. Hence, the relative benefit obtained from
the transmission of a descendant (P frame) increases compared
to the retransmission of an ancestor (I frame). This favors the
scheduling based on dependent policies (see Section IV-D).
Fig. 12 analyzes the impact of the GOP size on the streaming
performance. Figs. 12(a) and (b), respectively, depict the RD
curves obtained with GOP size and , while
Fig. 12(c) plots the maximal PSNR difference measured be-
tween PS and IS as a function of the GOP size , for three
concealment profiles. They confirm that the benefit of depen-
dent policies is larger when the concealment is not efficient. We
can also observe that the benefit offered by dependent policies
initially increases with small values of (until ), and
then progressively decreases with the GOP size.
A deeper analysis of the convex hull optimal policies selected
by the IS and PS schedulers is necessary to explain that observa-
tion. On one hand, we have observed that the IS scheduler ends
up in promoting two different strategies to select the optimal
policies, depending on the values of the size of P frames, and
the GOP size N. When N and are large, optimal independent
policies favor strategies that either transmit I a single time (and
do not transmit the P frames) or transmit both I and P frames
several times. This is due to the relative high transmission cost
of P frames, and to the increased benefit of retransmissions of I
frames when the number of descendants becomes large. In con-
trast, when and are small, it becomes advantageous for
the IS scheduler to consider the transmission of P frames, rather
than retransmitting the I frame. In this case, the large transmis-
sion cost of the I frame is indeed not compensated by the gain
in quality provided by a small number of descendants. On the
other hand, the PS scheduler always promotes the dependent
transmission of P frames, conditionally to the reception of an
ACK for the I frame, when resources are limited. In this way,
it fully exploits the larger gain per unit of rate provided by P
frames.
The results illustrated in Fig. 12(c) can therefore be explained
as follows. When is small, both schedulers opt for policies
where I frames are only transmitted once, and P frames may
be transmitted several times. The benefit of PS over IS comes
from the fact that it does not waste transmission resources when
no feedback is received for correct transmission of P-frames.
That benefit increases with , as it offers more opportunities to
get a benefit from dependent transmission of P frames. In con-
trast, when is large, it becomes more advantageous for IS to
promote multiple transmissions of the I frame. In that case, the
benefit of PS over IS decreases with , as an increasing number
of descendants augments the benefit obtained from I frames re-
transmissions. The value of where the benefit is maximal ob-
viously depends on the relative sizes of I and P frames, and it
moves towards larger values of when decreases.
Finally, Fig. 13 analyzes the impact of the size of P frames,
, over the benefit obtained with dependent streaming policies.
We observe that the benefit of PS over IS generally decreases
when increases, and that the decrease is sharper for larger
. As explained above, the retransmission of I frames by the IS
scheduler, becomes increasingly advantageous compared to a
Fig. 12. Impact of the GOP size on the benefit drawn based on dependent poli-
cies. (a) and (b) plot the IS and PS rate-distortion curves obtained for N = 5
and N = 10, with the C concealment profile. (c) depicts the maximal PSNR
difference measured between PS and IS rate-distortion curves, as a function of
the GOP size N , for three distinct concealment profiles. For all graphs, s and
s have been set to 28 and 7 kbits, respectively. The channel conditions are
defined by  =  = 100 ms and " = " = 0:2.
single transmission (as promoted by dependent policies), when
and are large. It can also be seen in Fig. 13(a) that the influ-
ence of becomes negligible when both and are small.
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Fig. 13. Impact of the P frame size (s ) on the benefit drawn based on depen-
dent policies. (a) and (b) depict the maximal PSNR difference measured between
PS and IS rate-distortion curves, as a function of s , for three distinct conceal-
ment profiles. Channel conditions:  =  = 100ms and " = " = 0:2.
(a) N = 5; (b) N = 10.
In this case, the benefit of PS over IS does not depend on the ab-
solute value of , since both schedulers adopt the same strategy
that consists in sending I frames only once. The number of bits
saved by PS in avoiding wasteful retransmissions in absence of
ACKs, is proportional to . In the same time, the benefit per
bit that can be obtained through additional retransmissions of P
frames, is inversely proportional to . Hence, the benefit of PS
over IS does not depend on when and are small.
D. Discussion
The previous analysis demonstrates that dependent policies
have the capability to outperform independent policies in video
streaming applications. We have shown that the benefit provided
by dependent policies generally increases when i) the conceal-
ment efficiency decreases, ii) the relative cost of P frame de-
creases, and iii) the GOP size is small. These characteristics
correspond to sequences for which the temporal activity is quite
important, but where the coding efficiency is significantly larger
for P frames than for I frames. In practice, these sound like
contending requirements. However, they might be encountered
in sequences for which motion compensation is efficient (high
coding efficiency), but unpredictable (poor concealment). For a
typical sequence, our simulations have shown that the benefit
to expect from dependent policies remains smaller than 1 dB.
Hence, we interestingly conclude that for most real video con-
tent, only marginal gain is expected from dependent policies, so
that the independent policies assumption raised by [1] can gen-
erally be accepted.
Dependent policies can also be ruled out when the media is
characterized by a decrease of the relative benefit brought along
the dependency path. That is typically the case for JPEG2000
content, which encapsulates the information that provides
the largest benefit per unit of rate in the first layers of an
embedded stream [24], [25] so that the relative importance of
corresponding data units decreases along the dependency path.
In contrast, when the relative benefit per transmission unit is
likely to increase along the dependency path, dependent poli-
cies may become beneficial. For example, the transmission of
dynamic 3-D scenes, as acquired based on tools like the ones
presented in [26], [27] necessitates the streaming of both the
scene geometry and the texture information. Obviously, the tex-
ture information brings a large incremental benefit in quality,
but is only useful if the scene geometry information is known.
As the cost associated to 3-D geometry definition is generally
significant [28], the benefit per transmission unit is likely to be
higher for texture information than for geometrical information,
and thus increases along the dependency path. The application
of dependent streaming policies may therefore become benefi-
cial in such scenarios.
We finally raise two observations about the framework used
in this paper. First, our study restricts the search space of depen-
dent policies based on a number of assumptions, like the facts
that a master is only transmitted once, and that a slave is only
transmitted upon reception of all its master ACKs. These two
assumptions are motivated in Section III-A, and do not deserve
particular attention. In contrast, the nondegradation assumption
introduced in Section IV-A supports most of the development
and the formal analysis provided in [20]. Hence, the slave eli-
gibility issue should be addressed carefully when the time lost
in waiting for master ACKs can not be neglected for important
descendant(s) of eligible slaves (see end of Section IV-B2).
Second, as in [1], our framework assumes independent losses
and delays for transmitted packets. The assumption does not
hold in numerous practical streaming scenarios, and the ques-
tion of correlated loss and delay patterns definitely needs to be
addressed in future research. However, we believe that this issue
is orthogonal to the comparison of dependent and independent
policies provided in this paper. In a sense, working with cor-
related losses means that the ACK of a data unit conveys side
information about the arrival of other packets, as they are af-
fected by correlated losses. For this reason, independent losses
can be considered as minimizing the amount of side informa-
tion conveyed by a specific ACK about other ACKs. Hence, it
maximizes the additional information taken into account when
shifting from an independent policy scheduler to a dependent
policy one. The independent losses scenario is thus expected
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to provide an upper bound on the benefit derived from the ex-
plicit information provided by all relevant ACKs, compared to
the case where the policy is defined only based on its own ACK.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
A solution to select rate-distortion optimal policies for
(re)transmitting packetized media has been proposed by
Podolsky et al. in [6], based on a Markov chain analysis. As the
space of streaming policies grows exponentially with both the
number of packets and transmissions opportunities, that solution
is limited to scenarios with a few media packets and transmission
opportunities. In order to decrease the computational complexity,
Chou et al. [1] proposed to factor the policy space based on the
assumption of independence between streaming policies, which
means that the schedule assigned to a data unit does not depend
on the future potential acknowledgments of other data units. Our
work in a sense bridges the gap between these two studies, and
proposes a methodology to limit the space of dependent policies
to the dependencies that are likely to bring a rate-distortion
performance gain, compared to the performance achieved based
on the independence assumption. We have introduced the notion
of master and slave data units, and defined a few rules for the
selection of the most relevant relationships.
Based on a careful analysis of dependency relationships, and
extensive simulation results, we can draw the two following con-
clusions. First, the resulting set of relevant dependent policies
achieves close to optimal performance, while being computa-
tionally tractable. This validates the methodology proposed in
the paper. Second, the gain to expect from dependent policies in
comparison with independent policies strongly depends on the
relative sizes and distortions of interdependent data units. Inter-
estingly, we have shown that the benefit of dependent streaming
policies is actually quite marginal in scenarios where the gain in
distortion per unit of rate decreases along the media decoding
dependency path. Alternatively, in cases where some descen-
dant data units bring a relatively large gain in distortion in com-
parison with other data units they depend on for correct de-
coding, our simulations demonstrate that dependent streaming
policies can however perform significantly better than indepen-
dent streaming strategies. These worthy findings partly validate
the independence assumption, and allow to rule out the com-
putation of dependency policies when streaming scalable con-
tent such as defined based on JPEG2000, for example. How-
ever, they also do encourage a careful investigation of depen-
dent policies when the streamed content is characterized by a
significant increase of the benefit per transmission unit along
the data unit dependency path. In a realistic proof-of-concept
video streaming, dependent policies potentially provide a gain
that typically lies around 1 dB.
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